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9.5.3.4

LITTLE HALDENS FAMILY PARK
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Plan of Little Haldens Park

The family park sits in the valley floor bounded by
hedgerows on three sides and looks north up the valley
towards Ashwells and Tylers Green. Immediately to the
south is Little Haldens Square, reached via a gap in the
hedgerow alongside the path of Ashwells Lane.

community centre and facilities to house the Little Haldens Green Team
with associated nature and field study rooms.

The Park was conceived and is designed to provide a lively outdoor and
naturalistic play area for the families in Little Haldens and neighbouring
communities. The centrepiece is the natural swimming pond which is also
a functioning component of the water strategy for the valley, making a
virtue out of a necessity. There will also be natural play equipment for
younger children and an outdoor gym, gardens, a Summer Pergola Café, a

In combination with the Square, the Family Park also serves as a point
of departure and return for people wishing to walk up the Gomm Valley.
They will both encourage visitors to visit and appreciate the valley and
its important new and enhanced habitats and wildlife, and, critically, hold
and concentrate activity to the southern end, allowing the valley itself to
remain quiet and unfussy.

Subject to the success of a fund raising initiative led by the master
developer combined with community interests, it is intended to design
and build both a modest temple and a small art and nature pavilion and
interpretation centre (and associated arts programme).
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An aerial view showing Little Haldens Park
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Aerial view of the Little Haldens School and Nursery

9.5.3.5

PRIMARY SCHOOL & NURSERY
Litttle Haldens Square accommodates a single-form entry
primary school and companion nursery facilities. While
this has not been designed in detail to this point, a suite of
technical and design studies demonstrate how this can be
accommodated within the parameter plan for this area with
an all-weather sports pitch, and a beautiful playground that
continues beyond the hedgerow into a dedicated secure
area alongside the family park. Every effort will be made to
support the school in making full use of the wider facilities
of the park, the Valley and the Square, making this a very
appealing situation for a new community school.
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9.5.4

BUILT FORM
9.5.4.1

BUILDING TYPES
The buildings types located in Little Haldens Square are
conceived as a family, which together aim to offer public
amenity, delight and provide adaptive spaces, formed such
that they are future proofed for changes in the needs of
residents of the valley.
Even though the building types are from a singular genus of a residential
model- the apartment- the approach to built form for the buildings that
fringe Little Haldens Square allows for variation.
The square is home to a number of dynamic programs - from assisted
living to private residential apartments to the learning spaces of the
school. Non-residential functions such as the assisted living and the
school both have contributions to make to the life of the square, open
fenestrations and balconies from the assisted living complex allows
residents to interact with life beyond the confines of their units via
rooftop gardens and glazed balconies which can be used year round. Their
facades face the mid-morning to lunch-time sun, where the afternoon and
evening sun is captured by the restaurants, cafes and public social spaces
on the opposite side of the square.
The collection of facade expressions within Little Haldens Square are
formulated dually on the functions housed within as well as a critical
need to react to the greater context of the valley, including natural forces
affecting indoor comfort and encouraging use of the spaces adjacent to
the building’s edge.

The urban block typology was central to the formation of Little Haldens
Square’s urban form. The block form offers residential apartments a type
of ‘back yard’ – private amenity on the fringes of the public forum. Each
block is broken into a number of smaller, unique modules- expressing
diversity of program as well as offering a stimulating landscape to
compliment that of the natural valley.
The size of the open space of the square was carefully considered in
relation to the movement of people over different times of the day,
performing and partaking in varying activities. The built form of the
square is framed and of appropriate scale for safe play and surveillance,
but also opens in key points via passage ways to allow for optimum
connectivity to the residential areas higher up in the valley.
The ground level of the square is reserved for a rich mixed-use program –
the facade formation at ground level is thoughtfully crafted such that the
inner uses are flexible over the life of the development. This means that
commercial space behind these facades can house a number of functions,
and provide human-scaled thresholds suitable for the daily life and
functions of the village heart. The variation in fenestration also provides
architectural interest, and allows for the creative possibilities brought
by people who will live and work in these buildings. The facade depths
are helpful in providing the possibility of street habitats that are used in
playful and engaging ways: does a window sill become a seat? A workspace? A point of sale? An opportunity to display local produce?
Just as important as the street level is the life on the rooftops. The
variation of building heights allows for the functional use of rooftops for
residents to enjoy, as well as learning and urban growing learning spaces.

Illustrative elevation of buildings fronting Little Haldens Square
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Materials of the local vernacular
Materials that characterize the local vernacular
have been given priority in architectural
expression within the public spaces of the
square. Materials such as brick (above) and
wood have been given precedence.

Expressive natural materials
Material compositions from natural sources not
only express a commitment to quality, but also
age with grace.

Seasonal Facades
Crafting facades that allow for the use of
designed landscaping - which is especially
meaningful in such an ecologically rich valley.

Variation in Rhythm
Variation in rhythm across a singular facade
is another tool employed to lift activity in the
public realm. Specific and well considered
fenestration and depth diversity also allows for
increased possibility of adaptation over the life
of the building.

Light and Air
The local context of the valley offers more than
just excellent views - opening the building in the
right direction allows for light and air to contribute
to healthy and long lasting living spaces.

Street Level
A shift in materials at the ground level allows
built form to interact distinctively with the street
and contributes to communicating program and
function through the interface. Robust materials
have been allocated to the street level in order to
increase building performance.

Illustrative elevation of buildings fronting Little Haldens Square
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9.5.4.2

ENTRY SEQUENCE
The southern entry or ‘g ateway’ to Little Haldens along
Gomm Road and under the railway viaduct will set the
tone for the new settlement. A new entrance to Peregrine
Business Park will be provided and across the street to
its immediate east will be a new pavilion structure raised
on stilts above a ‘d ry pond’ that forms part of the flood
management scheme for the valley.
Beyond this will be irregular 3 and 4-storey apartment buildings to hold
the visual interest with short rows of elegant town houses and apartments
facing across the street. As Gomm Road approaches the square, arrivals
will see the end of the mixed-use block with the health and well-being
facility located on the ground-floor, just as the road kinks sharply left
and into the square itself along the front of the co-housing block. These
streets are heavily planted to create a delightful abundant green effect.

The entry sequence into the site has a number of micro-destinations
along the way.

Aerial view of Gomm Road extension.
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Gomm Road, looking north

View entering the site, along Gomm Road
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9.5.5

CHARACTER & MATERIALS
While mindful of the overall site-wide materials and colour
palette, the surfaces of the residential and mixed-use
buildings of the entry sequence and around the perimeter
of the square are somewhat more vivid and expressive.
These will be materials that age well and are resilient and
mostly earthy, but with occasional flamboyant outbreaks of
colour to add surprise and delight.

Characterful materials that age well

High Wycombe High street

Contemporary building in traditional setting
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9.5.5.1

9.5.5.2

9.5.5.3

9.5.5.4

9.5.5.5

9.5.5.6

RED & BROWN BRICK

TILE

9.5.5.7

BRIGHT ACCENT COLOURS

CHARRED TIMBER

FLINT

CEDAR WOOD PANELLING

THIN RENDER ON BRICK
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9.5.5.8

9.5.5.9

9.5.5.10

9.5.5.11

9.5.5.12

9.5.5.13

LIGHT CONSTRUCTION

CLASSIC SHAPES

TEMPORARY ROOFS

RUSTIC INDOORS

URBAN HEDGES

FOCUS ON MOBILITY
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9.5.5.14

9.5.5.15

9.5.5.16

9.5.5.17

9.5.5.18

9.5.5.19

STORE FRONTS

GREENHOUSES

PLAY AREAS

SEATING

CONTEMPORARY PAVILIONS

DETAILS
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9.5.6

LEARNING FROM LOCAL
VERNACUL AR: FORMING
AN URBAN APPROACH
ROUTE CONNECTING TO
HAMMERSLEY L ANE

20th Century semi-detached houses on Hammersley Lane to the east of
the site. Showing the large two storey bay projections

The eastern approach - Lower Brook - presents a consistent
street frontage, suggestive of the urban centre that it
approaches to the west. The density and urban arrangement
takes cues from the neighbouring areas of High Wycombe,
especially the immediate adjacencies and connections.
Entering Lower Brook from the east there is a consistent street frontage
to the southern edge of the street with a series of undulating bay windows
sweeping around the topography and setting up the approach to Little
Haldens Square. The ends of terraces are marked by standard alternative
types, these blocks bear the same character as the standard house and
apartment types but turn the corner where the break in the block opens to
the view over the railway tracks to the south.
The northern edge of the street is purposefully more varied. Due to the
steep topographical ascent to the north, this edge is typified with large
sloped park areas and special buildings. These specials are seen as villas
that sit on the slope. Pedestrian routes ascend the gaps between these
blocks to connect streets and to frame picturesque views up to the north.

A stepped rhythm of semi-detached houses with paired bay windows
along Hammersley lane

Consistent street linings in West Wycombe, with a series of chimneys
and changing eave heights determining the character of a continuous
facade line
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N

0m

EASTERN APPROACH ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN
The illustrative plan above shows the junction where the road and
topography sharply ascend to the north. The building forms turn to face
the street, to address the corner and to line the edge of pedestrian routes
up the hill. The slight angle of the buildings to the southern edge allows
private entrances to be set back from the path to afford the ground level
maisonettes privacy.
*The illustrative drawings show an alternative means of developing the
design in line with parameters

20m
Lower Brook illustrative plan *
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9.5.7

BUILT FORM: EXPLORATORY
WORK ILLUSTRATIVE OF
DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Lower Brook is a group of houses and apartments with
extensive views over the landscape due to the steep
topography of the site. Through the area, pedestrian routes
connect to the wider valley landscape and the proximity
to the urban centre at Little Haldens Square makes it a
convenient, connected and accessible place to live. The
exploratory work has looked to develop a set of clear
Design Principles as follows:
An urban approach:
Taking cues from the buildings lining Hammersley lane,
the undulating street facade defines the approach to
Gomm Square with the rhythm of the terrace reflecting the
surrounding landscape.
Corner alternative standard types:
The end of the terrace defines a break in the street,
marking a corner junction or a pedestrian route through to
the landscape beyond.
Villa specials:
The specials sit as uplifted villas in the landscape,
responding to the steep landscape to the north of the site.
The blocks are punctuated by pedestrian routes to connect
streets and reveal views.
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Openings in between buildings
create pedestrian routes to
landscape

Standard downhill type: with
terraced facades facing the street

URBAN VILLAGE

Special building positioned to
mark corner and pedestrian
route up hill

Collage view of Lower Brook

AN URBAN APPROACH: TERRACED FAÇADES AND
EXPRESSED STREET CORNERS
This view shows the approach from Hammersley Lane. On the left the small
apartment blocks have maisonettes entered from street level in order to
create the terraced street language, every third entrance is communal in
order to enter upper level flats. To the north of the street the special uses
a similar expressive language of bay projections at a storey taller to that of
the southern edge to turn the corner and mark a pedestrian route up the hill.

View 01

N

Eastern approach village illustrative street plan
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Spacious, south-facing terraces
with picturesque views,
connecting to living spaces

Broken roof and facade line
to create undulating terrace
reflecting the landscape beyond

MEDIATING BETWEEN THE STREET AND LANDSCAPE:
ILLUSTRATIVE AXONOMETRIC SECTION
The section illustrates the language of the block to the rear where there
is parking access and a series of terraces facing out to the valley of High
Wycombe (to the south). The roof and facade line is stepped in order to
break up the building top line within the long distance LVIA view from the
playing fields. The block steps by one level from back to front allowing
undercroft parking.
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Bay windows opening to the
street and large green areas
to the north

Stepped rear south facing
terraces with lower level
parking below

Axonometric section through typical housing & street types
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9.5.8

TYPOLOGY: A RANGE OF
SPACIOUS HOMES WITHIN
A CONTINUAL STREET
FRONTAGE
The typologies in the Urban Village utilise the relationship
between street and landscape to create unique, well-lit
homes. Their Design Principles as follows:
Modern, open plan interiors

Modern, open-plan interiors:
Creating well-planned, flexible open plan spaces within all
types of home in the urban village.
Large apertures to the street and landscape:
Using large angled bay windows with dual-aspect
views to street and landscape beyond.
South-facing terraces:
Kitchen/living spaces facing the landscape and forming a
soft terraced building edge.

Large apertures to the landscape

‘Raw and craft’, robust interiors with timber details
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9.5.8.1

STANDARD DOWNHILL
MAISONETTE / APARTMENT
TYPE

Standard Downhill type

2F Plan. 1:400 Scale

1F Plan. 1:400 Scale

GF Plan. 1:400 Scale
1b2p flat
2b4p flat
2b4p maisonette
2b4p House
3b5p/4b6p
maisonette
BF Plan. 1:400 Scale

3b5p/4b6p House

LITTLE HALDENS, GOMM VALLEY
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9.5.9.1

CHARACTER & MATERIALS:
STANDARD TYPES
The character is that of strong masonry piers. These
articulate the language of the block onto the street. These
are light white/grey brick or block work. This language of
masonry and infill is inspired by the play with flint infill in
the local context. The proposed light timber complimentary
in colour but contrasted in texture to the rougher masonry
piers. Large areas of glass reflect the street scape giving a
lighter broken appearance.
Contemporary masonry piers in a grey brick with window infill.

Brickwork

Brick bay with terracing and timber detailing

Light white brickwork

Timber weatherboarding
and detailing
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9.5.9.2

CHARACTER & MATERIALS:
SPECIALS
The specials develop a material palette to match the
lighter, rendered context approaching from Hammersley
Lane, through using light grey, weathered timber. At the
lower levels they use light coloured concrete/ render to
create a different reading at street level.

Timber weatherboarding with glazing between

Timber weatherboarding
and detailing

Heavier concrete elements contrasted with lightweight metalwork

Undulating lower level textured concrete

Stonework and precast stone with exposed
aggregate

LITTLE HALDENS, GOMM VALLEY

EASTERN APPROACH ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALITY
This view illustrates a typical street projection of the standard type
apartment block and the end of terrace standard special type. The brick is
white/light grey with light grey timber surrounding the span of glazing. These
large openings give a contemporary generosity to the street whilst in profile
the masonry gables give the view of a series of solid bay projections.
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Multi tone colour palette relating to different
datums

Street level entrances

Broken roof and facade line

View 01
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View of -PXFS#SPPL Site
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Illustrative plan of Urban Village

9.5.10

L ANDSCAPE & PUBLIC REALM
The Urban Village is considered as two characterful and
bespoke mini-neighbourhoods - north and south. The
primary piece of urban public realm in the northern
neighbourhood is Little Haldens Square - a large
space which is the heart of the place. The southern
neighbourhood at the south eastern corner of the site
(Lower Brook) contains public realm typologies that are
similar to the Hillside Village.
In the northern neighbourhood, Little Haldens Square spills into Little
Haldens park as a ‘g reen square’. Tree species will be part of the same
palette in order to provide visual continuity and bring the landscape into
the centre of the village.
Ashwells Lane runs around the edge of the square connecting south the Gomm
Road and running east towards Hammersley Lane. Homes in the southern
neighbourhood have access to growing space to the south of the village near
the railway line, a dry pond is provided to the east for attenuation.
All streets will host allotments and the predominant street type is the
community street.

LITTLE HALDENS, GOMM VALLEY
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Urban Village Landscape Plan
Local square
Slip park
Local play
Woodland play
Back garden
Backyard allotment
Growing slope
Swale/pond
Viewing gallery
Parking court
Woodland, hedgerow
(existing)

Urban Village landscape types diagram
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9.5.10.1

PUBLIC REALM TYPOLOGIES
The most ‘urban’ part of the site; the urban village contains the most formal public realm typology (Little Haldens
Square) but also retains some of the other more informal typologies that link it to the rest of the masterplan.

LITTLE HALDENS SQUARE
An abnormal against the typologies of the site,
Little Haldens Square is an 80x40m square which
has bike parking, e-bike parking, a bus stop,
electric vehicle parking, raised beds for growing
and a water feature. The main street ‘A shwells
Lane’ runs around the main central space which
is large enough to host events including a
farmers market. Preceding pages of this chapter
describe more specifics on the square.

Farmers Market

Water Feature

Van Gogh Walk, London

Playground, Waraggul, Australia

Planted tree pit

Parking within trees

Dry Pond, Hassell, Melbourne

Play Swale

BACKYARD ALLOTMENT
Backyard allotments in the urban village
occur primarily on the slopes above the
railway line and between plots. They provide
valuable growing space.

PARKING COURT
Parking courts occur primarily to the east
of the urban village (Lower Brook). Again
these contain growing space, bike parking,
recycling and waste storage together with
permeable surfacing.

SWALE/POND
The ponds (dry) occur in the urban village
at the entrance to the site, here they collect
run off from the parcels to the south of the
Local Wildlife Site. Swales connect the Local
Wildlife Site to the new ponds via a mammal
tunnel. Dry swales also offer opportunities for
play.

LITTLE HALDENS, GOMM VALLEY
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9.5.11

LOCAL WILDLIFE SITE CONNECTION
Detailed consideration has been afforded to the habitat connection
between the LWS and the railway line to the south, in terms of its
significance for designated sites, habitats and protected / notable species.
Whilst surveys have not provided any evidence to indicate that this
connection is of material significance, a number of measures are
proposed to maintain and enhance ecological connections in this location:

• Provision of a mammal tunnel under the road to allow under-road crossing
• Swales brought as close to the street as possible and connected with an
open pipe (secured to prevent child access).
• Native trees will be planted adjacent to the street. At 15 years maturity
the canopies will be close to closed, offering high level continuity.
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Swale link from LWS (8m width)

02

Tree Canopy with native species

03

Future closed canopy tree planting

04

Swale invertebrate route to semi dry pond (with
marginal planting)

05

Vertebrate and invertebrate tunnel

06

Dry pond

07

Closed canopy connection to railway

08

Footpath separate to ecology connection

09

Railway embankment

03

09

Local Wildlife Site Illustrative Plan

Vertibrate and invertibrate tunnel
Park and semi-natural green space
Tree belt and semi natural grassland
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